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Dance of Rebellion
In her "Ballet of Revolt" the choreographer Leja Jurišič presented the rage of the young generation, whose future is being gambled with at the casinos of global ﬁnancial speculation.
Vienna - Dance and riot are close companions. Already the famous Lithuanian anarchist Emma
Goldman (1869-1940) refused to participate in revolutions, where dancing was not allowed.
And at the Tanzquartier in Vienna the young Slovene choreographer Leja Jurišič just presented
that she nowadays does not attend a dance, where talking about revolution is not allowed.
She is the ﬁrst of her dance generation, who is weaving the theme of revolution into choreography, and she does this in a provocatively modernistic manner for our late postmodern times.
Her Ballet of Revolt starts with a ﬁgure dressed in a white tutu and a shirt, which is hunted across
the stage by George Antheil's music for the legendary ﬁlm Ballet Mécanique directed by Fernand
Léger. She scampers across the map of Europe composed out of money notes like a mechanic
puppet to the piercing sounds by the American avant-gardist.
Furiously she is shouting her disapproval for everyone, who is after money and safety at all
costs: "You workers don't care about what you do as long as you are paid!" She is reading
emails and news
from the Internet like: "Angela Merkel is riding the black bull" and laughing at them scornfully.
At the end she is wearing a golden glittery dress and in a soft childlike voice reading an interpretation of the story of Zeus who in the form of a bull abducted Europe.
Formally Jurišič's outburst makes an impression that it comments Jan Fabre's Orgy of Tolerance.
But the reference to the Ballet Mécanique, which was ﬁrst presented in 1924 at the International
Exhibition of New Theatre Techniques in Vienna and further to the extremely politically incorrect
futurist Valentine de Saint-Point tackles a wide thematic ﬁeld, where the contemporary choreography has been dancing for quite some time now: the newly discovered revolutionary avantgardes of the 20th century.
Leja Jurišič, who has already been working with acclaimed artists like Janez Janša and Meg
Stuart, gives up on the postmodern differentiations in dance with a rarely practiced determination, nonetheless she keeps the poststructuralist tools of Julia Kristeva in her hand-luggage.
Besides from its relatively week dramaturgy this piece of work contains an intensity, which convincingly brings to the point the growing anger of the young generation, whose future is being
gambled with at the stock-market casinos of ﬁnancial speculation.
Helmut Ploebst, DER STANDARD, 4 June 2012
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‘’...She is the individuality of the crowd: she parades the heroes, or if there are none, the imbeciles. So that is why no revolution should be without her. That is why, instead of scorning her, we
should address her. She's the most fruitful conquest of all, the most enthusiastic, who, in her
turn, will increase our followers. But no feminism. Feminism is a political error. Feminism is a
cerebral error of woman, an error that her instinct will recognize...Because she is totally lacking in
measure, she is bound to become too wise, too pacifist, too good during a sleepy period of humanity. Her intuition, her imagination is at once her strength and her weakness...’’
Valentine de Saint Point
Art has always been a response to the return or repressed unconscious elements at individual and social level. Every crisis should be a reminder to us of the importance of thinking
about the future. A crisis almost always results from earlier failures to deal with an emerging
problem or to anticipate a likely eventuality. In retrospect, we often recognize that the crisis
in history was perfectly preventable, but we have to show it again and again and again!
“Lust, conceived beyond moral preconceptions and as an essential element of the dynamism of
life, is a force.”
“Lust is not a sin. Like pride, lust is a virtue that urges one on, an epicentre at which energies are
resourced.”
“Lust is the expression of a being projected beyond itself.”
“Lust is the carnal quest for the unknown.”
“Lust is the act of creation and the creation as such.”
“Flesh creates as spirit creates. Within the scope of the Universe, their creation is equal. One is not
superior to the other, and spiritual creation is not independent from carnal creation.”
“We must face lust with awareness. We must make of lust what a reﬁned and intelligent person
makes of himself and of his own life; we must make lust into a work of art.”
Valentine de Saint Point
‘’Each artist makes the artistic medium and its logic his or her own by rejecting the rules of the
medium as a transcendental authority that restrict his or her freedom, and by incorporating the
authority of the rules into his or her own artistic vocabulary in order to say something new. Artistic creation and all creativity involve rejecting and reincorporating authority: it requires revolt.’’
Julia Kristeva
“Revolt, conceived beyond moral preconceptions and as an essential element of the dynamism
of life, is a force.”
“Revolt is not a sin. Like pride, revolt is a virtue that urges one on, an epicentre at which energies
are resourced.”
“Revolt is the expression of a being projected beyond itself.”
“Revolt is the carnal quest for the unknown.”
“Revolt is the act of creation and the creation as such.”
“Flesh creates as spirit creates. Within the scope of the Universe, their creation is equal. One is
not superior to the other, and spiritual creation is not independent from carnal creation.”
“We must face revolt with awareness. We must make of revolt what a reﬁned and intelligent
person makes of himself and of his own life; we must make revolt into a work of art.”
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Ballet mécanique
George Antheil's avant-garde signature piece,
the Ballet Méchanique, created riots in Paris at
the Theatre Champs Elysees in June of 1926,
and the following April in New York's Carnegie
Hall. Even though it was the focus of one of the
most written about events in 20th century
American music history, it was not to be heard
again for 62 years.

Leja Jurišić (1978)
A graduate in The Science of Law. She trained gymnastics and won several gold medals in
Slovenia and the title of National Champion of Yugoslavia in 1991. Representing younger Slovenian choreographers and dancers Jurišić created critically acclaimed solo piece R'z'R (2005). With
Teja Reba she created Between Us (2009) and Sofa (2010) and together with Matej Kejžar, Julien
Monty, Michael Pomero, Saša Božić, Petra Hrašćanec & Aleksandra Janeva Imfeld collaborative
performance At once (2012). Ballet of Revolt (2012) is her return to solo format. Together with
Jana Menger she choreographed Pot v Jajce (2010) directed by the acclaimed theatre director
Sebastijan Horvat. Debut solo R'z'R has won Jurišić special jury award at Festival Gibanica followed by national and international tour. Between us has gained great success with audiences
around Europe. It was selected to festival Mladi levi (2011) and is a vimeo hit with more than
30.000 views so far. Beside working as a choreographer Jurišić collaborates as a dancer and
performer with artists such as Sebastijan Horvat (Utopija I and II, 2009), Janez Janša (Fake it!,
2008) and Meg Stuart (It's not Funny, 2007).
Petra Veber (1971)
Graduated from the Faculty of Architecture. As a set designer she works since 1993. In 1997,
with Sebastijan Horvat and Nataša Matjašec establishes an independent theatrical institute E.P.I.
CENTER. In 2004 she was a visiting professor in USA / The Ohio State University. Since 1999,
she is the member of DOS. As a set designer she participated in more than 80 performances.
Participation in overseas: Sliven / Bulgaria, Theatre Ulysses, Brijuni / Croatia, SNP NS / Serbia,
Toledo / USA, Podgorica / Montenegro, sanded / Belgium.
Exhibitions: 1994 Biennial / Lisbon, 1998 / Bad Radgesburg, 1999 Quadrienale / Prague, 2003
BS / Maribor, 2009 solo exhibition space and time / Ljubljana Castle, 2010 exhibition DOS
A group exhibition of set designers and costume designers: Who's Afraid of religious Plecnik.
Theatre Museum, Ljubljana.
Awards: 1999 Grand Prix 29th Week of Slovenian Drama creators ION, 2007 Award Borštnik for
set design ideas Romantic Soul, 2008 Award Borštnik creators turncoats / Students and teachers, Award Šelig for the performance Romantic Soul, 2011 Golden Bird for achievement in
scenography.
In the performances she works in the preparation of concepts,lighting design, costumes, stage
director, designer and photographer.
George Antheil (1900)
George Antheil was born in Trenton, New Jersey, in July 1900. Beginning in 1916, Antheil studied
piano under Constantin von Sternberg and then Ernest Bloch, from whom he received formal instruction in theory and composition. After giving his ﬁrst European recital at the Wigmore Hall in
London on 22 June 1922, Antheil settled in Berlin, where he met Stravinsky and further developed a cold, anti-romantic, rhythmically propulsive piano style, typiﬁed by compositions such as
Airplane Sonata (1921), Mechanisms (1922 or 1923), Sonata Sauvage (1922 or 1923), Death of
Machines (1923) and Jazz Sonata (1922 or 1923), and well as the celebrated Ballet méchanique,
written between 1923 and 1925 for eight pianos, percussion, airplane propellers and effects.
By James Nice for LTMrecordings (2009)
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Anti-workers manifesto
I hate you!
I hate you!
I hate you workers of the world!
I hate you united and I hate you ununited.
You are after money, after class, after of sense of belonging to the mob.
You are after your fucking cars that poison, my air.
Your chrome iceboxes and your televisions.
You don’t care what you make, you, workers, as long as you are paid.
You manufacture anything for anybody, as long as you are paid for your “labor.”
You always blame the bosses, the others, the “Rockerfellers” for the consequences and for your own corruption.
What an easy way out!
No, the crimes of others do not absolve your crimes!
The stupidity of others doesn’t legimize your own stupidty!
No, you are not workers: you are pitable slaves, collaborators and murderers.
All over the world.
In America. In Soviet Union. In Japan. In Africa.
In capitalist countries. In communist countries. In Third world countries.
In all countries.
None of you care what you do. As long as you are paid.
Excerpt from Jonas Mekas’s Anti-Workers Manifesto (1974).

The Myth of Europe
and the Journey of
Leja and Petra
In the land, where the river Nile runs into the sea,
there lived a beautiful princess.
She grew up on blooming meadows,
which adorned her father's castles.
And one ﬁne day,
while she was playing with the blossoms
of a bristling shrub, a bull approached her.
But this was not an ordinary bull.
The color of his body was golden yellow.
He had handsomely strained neck muscles.
His horns were as sweet as pure gems,
and his eyes were glowing blue with desire
As the princess noticed how tame the animal
had been standing in front of her,
she took courage and held a bouquet of ﬂowers
in front of his foamy mouth.
The bull licked the ﬂowers and her girly hand.
She wiped the foam off his mouth.
Started to caress him.
Kissed him on his forehead,
and got on his back.
His treading pace with the girl on his back
was slow at ﬁrst.
But when they were further away from the
blooming meadows, the animal galloped off.
They paced at a breathtaking speed through
the deserts, paced through oases, and even
faster they paced across the bare rocky slope.
And before the girl was even able to grasp
what had happened to her, the sea was already rising in high foamy columns in front of
them. The animal took only a single leap and
with its prey it disappeared far into the sea.
In just a few minutes they drifted far away.
They sailed to the open sea and were already
disappearing to a spot at the horizon, where
his course was leading them. By the same

promptness and by the same tardiness, by
which the animal got lost further and further
into the open sea, that grey little by little turned
rose red. The sea became smooth and across
its surface mysterious, fair and oily stains
spread, which seemingly reﬂected the
innocence of the starry sky.
For some time it felt like the night was coming
to an end, and exactly at the moment, when it
was at its darkest, they had reached the shore.
Europe woke up from her state of ecstasy
alone - lonely, but the morning sun was already
shining up in the sky.
From where and where did I come?
Death is not punishment enough for the sin
of a virgin!
The depressed, forsaken girl struggled with suicidal thoughts yet she had no courage to die.
Then suddenly some whispering appeared
behind her back: “Europe, don't be sad! Zeus
was the one who "kidnapped" you. Your name
will become immortal! He presented you with
this other - new part of the world, which from
now on will be called Europe!”
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